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                    navigating in 2D floor plans
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                    3D is booming in the world of design,
                    presentation and manufacturing. The need to
                    interact with 3D data is growing, but mouse
                    and keyboard are not the best tools for the job.
                    edddison enables managers, developers,
                    architects and engineers to better design, sell
                    and communicate their projects, designs and
                    products. edddison makes it easy for anyone
                    to interact with 3D and BIM models. Designed
                    for users who are not trained in 3D software.
                


                
                    Bring your 3D file to life with edddison. Imagine
                    walking through a house, experiencing it from
                    every angle and making design decisions
                    before it is built.
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                    Do you have a project,
question or need?


Contact us today at inbox@edddison.com


                    
                        
                            Contact us 
                    


                

                    

                        FAQ



                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What is edddison?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                       edddison is an authoring tool for non-programmers to create interactive 3D applications.

                                        edddison offers a user interface for non-professionals, simplifies the navigation and handling of 3D models.    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Which 3D software is supported?

                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Unity3D 5.x or higher

                                        Unreal Engine 4.15 or higher

                                        Autodesk Navisworks Simulate and Manage 2015 or higher

                                        Trimble  SketchUp Pro and Make 2014 or higher (Desktop Versions)

                                        Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 15.0 or higher 

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Why does edddison use a split screen mode?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        edddison works in a split screen mode, where the interface is separated from the 3D display, making navigation much easier. The usage of a floor plan helps
                                        users to avoid getting lost in virtual space.     

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Do I need special navigation hardware?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        No. You can present your project using a tablet, touchscreen or use your webcam and printed barcodes.    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        What do I need to get edddison running?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        PC with Windows 10 or 11 + supported 3D software   

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Which user groups does edddison address?
                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        End user: People who have no idea about to prepare a real-time 3D application. This user group are mainly managers, client, architects, designers,
                                        marketers, sales reps and they need tools to capture the attention of colleagues, managers, stakeholders and clients and get them involved in making
                                        decisions on the spot.

                                            Professional user: This group has technical background, like developers, engineers, visualization and media designers, 3D artists etc. Persons that usually
                                        create 3D files and realtime applications.  

                                

                            

                        



    Find out more in the edddison Documentation
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